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Abstract
We show that the F.E. Close and A. Kirk paper, Phys. Lett. B 515, 13
(2001) is a delusion for missing the effect of the overlapping resonances.





The mixing of the a0(980) and f0(980) mesons was discovered theoretically as the thresh-
old phenomenon in Ref. [1]. In Ref. [2] a number of experiments were proposed. There is
also some additional information in Ref. [3]. Recently the interest in the a0(980) and f0(980)
mixing was renewed [4{10].
In Refs. [1{4] is shown that the a0(980) and f0(980) mixing eects can be rather essential
if a production amplitude of the resonance with isotopic spin I = 1 (or I = 0) is considerably
more than a production amplitude of the resonance with I = 0 (or I = 1). For example, if
the module of a production amplitude of the resonance with I = 1 (or I = 0) is three times
large as the module of a production amplitude of the resonance with I = 0 (or I = 1) the
mixing eect can reach 10%-20%.
So, the declaration of Ref. [8], that in the K K molecule model of the a0(980) and f0(980)
mesons the mixing eect can be as great as one likes even for equal production amplitudes of
the resonances with I = 0 and I = 1, is the genuine sensation. Unfortunately, this statement
is the result of the very instructive delusion as we show below.
In Ref. [8] the authors consider the molecule states
jf0i = cos 
∣∣∣K+K−〉+ sin  ∣∣∣K0 K0〉 ;∣∣∣a00〉 = sin  ∣∣∣K+K−〉− cos  ∣∣∣K0 K0〉 ; (1)
i.e., mixing of the states with the isotopical spin I = 1 and 0
jf0i = cos # jf0(I = 0)i+ sin #
∣∣∣a00(I = 1)〉 ;∣∣∣a00〉 = cos # ∣∣∣a00(I = 1)〉− sin # jf0(I = 0)i
and the inverse equations
jf0(I = 0)i = cos # jf0i − sin #
∣∣∣a00〉 ;∣∣∣a00(I = 1)〉 = cos # ∣∣∣a00〉+ sin # jf0i ;
(2)






2, jf 00 (I = 0)i =
(





=4− ,  = 30.
Suggesting that  ! K+K− ! γa0 and  ! K+K− ! γf0, they nd
BR( ! K+K− ! γf0)=BR( ! K+K− ! γa0) = cos2 = sin2 : (3)
In the case that the resonances overlap each other, in our case, it is the fallacy. The
point is that mixing the states with the isotopical spin I = 1 and 0 leads to the advent of
the forbidden decays f 00 !  and a00 ! ,
g(a00 ! ) = g cos #; g(f 00 ! ) = g sin #;
g(f0 ! ) = h cos #; g(a00 ! ) = −h sin #; (4)
which lead to interference between the a0(980) and f0(980) resonances in the  and 
spectra mass, which compensates mixing influence on the  ! γa0 and  ! γf0 amplitudes
practically completely.
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Indeed, the  ! γ(a0 + f0) ! γ and  ! γ(f0 + a0) ! γ amplitudes are of the
forms
A [ ! γ(a0 + f0) ! γ] /
(
sin  cos #
Da0(m)
+






























A [ ! γ(f0 + a0) ! γ] /
(
cos  cos #
Df0(m)





























where DR(m) = m
2
R −m2 − imΓR(m) is the propagator of the R resonance, R = a0 or f0,
m is the invariant mass of the  or  systems.
So, when Df0(m) = Da0(m), mixing eect is absent at all!
The model of Ref. [8] assumes that Df0(m) is very close to Da0(m). But let us
consider some gures. The natural estimation of the mass dierence is ma0 − mf0 =
cos 2 (2mK0 − 2mK+) = 4 MeV. As for the dierence of the widths, Γa0(ma0)−Γf0(mf0) =
10 MeV is the conservative estimation. So,∣∣∣ cos  sin #p2 [Da0(m)−Df0(m)] =Df0(m)∣∣∣ < 0:08;∣∣∣ sin  sin #p2 [Da0(m)−Df0(m)] =Da0(m)∣∣∣ < 0:05: (7)
When calculating the right sides in the equations of (7), we use m = mf0 , Γf0(mf0) = 50
MeV in the denominator of the rst equation and m = ma0 , Γa0(ma0) = 50 Mev in the
denominator of the second equation.
So, the considerable mixing eect on the branching ratios is out of the question. Never-
theless, let us consider the eect in more detail. The branching ratios are the integrals of
the spectra Sa0(m) and Sf0(m) over m [11]:
Sa0(m) = dBR[ ! γ(a0 + f0) ! γ ; m]=dm =
2

m2Γ( ! γa0 ; m)Γ(a0 !  ; m)
ΓφjDa0(m)j2
∣∣∣ 1 + cos  sin #p2 [Da0(m)−Df0(m)] =Df0(m) ∣∣∣2 (8)
and
Sf0(m) = dBR[ ! γ(f0 + a0) ! γ ; m]=dm =
2

m2Γ( ! γf0 ; m)Γ(f0 !  ; m)
ΓφjDf0(m)j2
∣∣∣ 1 + sin  sin #p2 [Da0(m)−Df0(m)] =Da0(m) ∣∣∣2 : (9)
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Removing the module squares in Eqs. (8) and (9) it is easy to verify that the mixing correc-
tions have the same sign in Eqs. (8) and (9), i.e., the additional considerable compensation
of the mixing eects takes place in Sa0(m)=Sf0(m). Using the estimations (7), one can see
that the mixing eect correction in Sa0(m)=Sf0(m) is less than 0.1, which is to say that
the mixing eect correction in BR[ ! γ(a0 + f0) ! γ]=BR[ ! γ(a0 + f0) ! γ] is
undoubted less than 10%, i.e., less than the correction due to the dierence of the volumes
of the  and  phase spaces.
Note that the relations between branching ratios of a0 and f0 production depend
essentially on masses. For example, ma0 = 990 MeV and ma0 = 975 MeV lead to
BR( ! γa0 ! γ)=BR( ! γa0 ! γ) = 1=1:79 at photon energy less than 100
MeV, see Table III in [12]. This strong mass dependence is the result of gauge invariance,
the (photon energy)3 law on the right slope of the resonance! Notice also that SND [13]
gives ma0 = 994
+33
−8 MeV!
The Ref. [8] analysis of the ratio of production rates in the central region at high energy
by Pomeron - Pomeron collision = PP (isoscalar)
(PP ! a0)=(PP ! f0) = 1− sin 2






As well as in the above example, proper allowance must be made for interference between
the a0(980) and f0(980) resonances in the  and  mass spectra.
The PP ! a0 + f0 !  and PP ! f0 + a0 !  amplitudes are of the forms
A [PP ! a0 + f0 ! ] /
(
−sin # cos #
Da0(m)
+





















1− sin2 # [Da0(m)−Df0(m)] =Da0(m)
)
: (12)
Estimating as in the above example we get
(PP ! a0)=(PP ! f0) < 4 10−3: (13)
Note that the experimental value, found in Ref. [6],
(PP ! a0)=(PP ! f0) = (8 3) 10−2 (14)
agrees with the prediction of Ref. [2]








m2Γ(a0 !  ; m)dm = (0:5− 2) 10−2 (15)
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within two experimental errors and points to the strong coupling of the a0(980) and f0(980)
mesons with the K K channel.
Emphasize that in the case of overlapping resonances, the parameter of mixing is
MRR′(mR)=ΓR(mR), where mMRR′(m) is the nondiagonal element of the polarization op-
erator describing the R − R0 transition. In our case, in the case of the isospin breaking
transition, the very conservative estimation is jMf0a0(mf0)=Γf0(mf0)j < 0:1.
We thank very much J. Schechter, G.N. Shestakov and S.F. Tuan for discussions.
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